Breaking up
with plastic

Planet Organic case study
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The way we think about plastic has been transformed
1. The facts


Eight in ten consumers are trying to reduce their plastic waste



50% would be willing to pay higher prices for eco-friendly packaging

2.

The perception: from nuisance to threat



Plastic used to be seen as litter – a nuisance but not a threat.



Nowadays: acknowledgment that plastic is far more pervasive and sinister
than most people had ever imagined.



Unlike climate change, which seems vague, vast, and apocalyptic, plastic is
smaller, more tangible, it is in your life right now.

3. Recycling is not satisfactory


Plastic is one of the worst materials for recycling



The UK produces 5 million tons of plastic waste every year, with only 26% of it
recycled

HTTPS://YOUGOV.CO.UK/TOPICS/CONSUMER/ARTICLES-REPORTS/2019/04/19/MOST-BRITS-SUPPORT-BAN-HARMFULPLASTIC-PACKAGING
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How is Planet Organic addressing the challenge?
1.

Providing a lower impact food shopping model

Our commitment to organics and our effort to prove the concept for
sustainable food retail :


No plastic bags (for over 12 years)



Unpackaged section in our community stores



Loose fruits and vegetables



All our stores are zero edible food waste



Industry-first plastic free home compostable packaging for all of our Planet
Organic store cupboard products and innovative snacking lines

2.


Educating and advocating
Reduce, reuse, recycle through various opportunities
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Where compostable comes into play: convenience
1.

The case for compostable: packaging/product designed for a single use



Single use plastic is extremely difficult to collect and process



Compostable packaging shifts away from the inefficiency of recycling stream



A compostable packaging offers a partial solution in category where items remain
single use
o
o

A nature-based solution
Diversion of food and plastic from landfill: the compost can be used to regenerate soil
and grow new plants

2. Creating a circular economy through compostable


A nature-based solution that can be returned safely to earth

3. Planet Organic implementation


FSC certified



GM-free corn



Certified home-compostable
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A response to our customer base: well-informed and environmentally-conscious
1.
Positioning ourselves as market leader when it comes to
sustainability


An innovative solution beneficial for the environment …



… And a powerful marketing tool to our customers



The Nielsen Global Survey on corporate social responsibility found 52%
of respondents across the world said their sustainable purchase
decisions are influenced by packaging.

2. A shift with challenges


Scale



Price



Shorter shelf life



Manufacturer readiness



Printing results/Look and feel of the packaging

3.

Influencing our supplier base



Packaging is a core criteria when sourcing new products



Support is offered to our supplier willing to make the switch to
compostable
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